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This thesis analyzes how Alice Walker subverts the white/black racial binary in 
her three novels: The Color Purple (1982), The Temple of My Familiar (1989) and 
Possessing the Secret of Joy (1992).  
The introduction of this thesis makes a general review of the three novels to 
conclude that critics’ obsession with Alice Walker’s womanist propaganda leaves her 
racial strategy disproportionately neglected. Then a definition of Afro-centrism and its 
significance in black racial struggle against white supremacy are given. In the end, 
the proposition of this thesis is clarified. That is, Alice Walker subverts the 
white/black racial binary by adopting Afro-centrism. 
Chapter one defines the race concept and demonstrates chronologically how it 
evolved from a biological classification of human being to an ideology-loaded 
concept for the ranking of different human groups. It then illustrates how the 
white/black racial binary has been historically institutionalized. Three contributive 
factors are given for the emergence of white/black racial binary: essentialist racial 
theorization, biblical degradation and philosophical justification.  
Chapter two illustrates how Alice Walker subverts the white/black racial binary 
through rewriting black history. Two aspects of Walker’s fictionalized version of 
history are analyzed: physically, the black race is the progenitor of white people; 
culturally, black race established the ancient Egyptian civilization from which white 
people predated what they defined as their own culture. It concludes that white 
people’s distortion of black history is propelled by the inferiority complex.  
Chapter three analyses how Alice Walker subverts the white/black racial binary 
through preaching African traditional theology. By comparing the African traditional 
theology with white Christianity, it concludes that Christianity is culturally corruptive 
because it opposes human against nature whilst the African theology views the whole 
universe as a harmonious whole. The contrast between African traditional theology 
and white Christianity set by Alice Walker in her novels implies that the writer sees 
















This thesis concludes with a brief summary of the whole analysis and further 
emphasizes the significance of Alice Walker’s adaptation of Afrocentrism in 
subverting the white/black racial binary. 
 















































    结尾简略回顾全文，重申艾丽丝·沃克运用非洲中心主义这一文化策略来颠
覆白人/黑人种族二元对立对黑人生存起到的积极作用及其深远意义。 
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I am preoccupied with the spiritual survival, the survival whole of my people. 
—Alice Walker, “From an Interview,” 
 In Search of Our Mothers’ Gardens 
 
The focus of my thesis is to demonstrate how Alice Walker adopts Afrocentrism 
to subvert the white/black racial binarism in her three novels: The Color Purple 
(1982), The Temple of My Familiar (1989) and Possessing the Secret of Joy (1992).  
The reasons for my choosing this perspective to interpret Alice Walker’s novels lie in 
the following two aspects: 
 On the one hand, Alice Walker’s disapprobation of the white/black racial 
binarism is displayed in all her novels. If we take a retrospective look at Alice 
Walker’s writing career, it is particularly obvious that the theme of the oppressed 
black under white racism is repeated consistently in her novels. For instance, her first 
novel The Third Life of Grange Copeland (1970) chronicles the life of the Copelands, 
a family of sharecroppers, and denounces the economic oppression 
African-Americans have suffered under the share-cropping system and its tragic 
effects on black families and the black community. Her semiautobiographical novel 
Meridian (1976) records the anguish and struggling of southern black people she had 
experienced and witnessed during her earlier years. Similarly, in her Pulitzer Prize 
winning novel The Color Purple), Alice Walker explores the white-black relationship 
in rural southern America after slavery. In this novel, Sophia is victimized by white 
supremacy and put in jail after she shows defiance against the white mayor, though 
blacks are legally equal to whites under the new law. Also the white-on-black 
oppression anticipates the colonial rebellion among the Olinka people in Africa. The 
same pattern of racial opposition can be found in Walker’s novels The Temple of My 
Familiar) and in Possessing the Secret of Joy). In The Temple of My Familiar, the 
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subordination of blacks under white supremacy revealed through Miss Lissie’s 
dreaming memories tells the unchanging opposition between white and black.  
Possessing the Secret of Joy fictionalizes how Tashi suffers physically and 
psychologically due to the female mutilation but it starts the very story from the 
colonial confrontation of black against white.  
On the other hand, after a thorough thematic survey of Alice Walker’s novels I 
found that critics’ obsession with Walker’s womanist propaganda has left her black 
racial agenda disproportionately unexplored, though, as analyzed above, the thematic 
concern of white/black racial binary is magnificently displayed in her novels. 
According to my research, the black womanist criticism is the most frequently 
adopted approach to interpret Alice Walker’s novels. Taking The Color Purple for 
example, most critical comments on this novel have been devoted to her womanist 
stand as illustrated by the main narrator Celie’s personal story. Critics like Lindsey 
Tucker, Charles L. Proudfit, Lynn Pifer and Tricia Slusser totally neglect Walker’s 
message about racial struggle and mainly focus upon the main narrator Celie’s 
transformation from a patriarchically muted victim to a self-possessed entrepreneur. 
Other critics like Adam Gnssow, Marcellus Blount and Valerie Babb follow the same 
logic, though interpreting the heroine’s spiritual journey toward self-realization from 
different perspectives. Striking is the fact that Cynthia Hamilton seeks behind Celie’s 
self-possession Walker’s salvation strategy for black women but misleadingly 
attributes it to the white petty bourgeoisie aesthetics, or in her own words “the 
ideology of submission” (Hamilton，1988: 390). She strongly blames Alice Walker for 
taking “a return visit to the cultural poverty” of black people in the novel and rejects 
the author’s embrace of financial success as an alternative for black women to gain 
self-esteem (Hamilton, 1988: 380). Bell hooks, one of today’s most influential social 
critics on race and gender, also overlooks Walker’s attempt to overthrow white 
hegemony and denounces that The Color Purple’s focus upon Celie’s sexual 
oppression ultimately deemphasizes the “collective plight of black people” and 
“invalidates ... the racial agenda” of the slave narrative tradition that it draws upon 
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overemphasized, the second narrator Nettie’s exposure of European colonization in 
Africa is disproportionately undervalued. For instance, Trudier Harris, by comparing 
Nettie’s correspondence from Africa with the whaling chapters in Moby Dick, 
contends that what Nettie demonstrates in her letters is “more for the exhibition of a 
certain kind of knowledge than for the good of the work” (Harris, 1984: 157). 
Published a fewer years later, The Temple of My Familiar, though not drawing as 
much attention from critics as the earlier Purple, has suffered the same fate. If the 
overall limited academic interest in this novel can be explained by Alice Walker’s 
obsessive propaganda of womanist ethics or her conglomerate narrative techniques 
and styles as denounced by Joyce Maynard and James Wolcott, it is quite 
disconcerting that even among the few critical articles Alice Walker’s radical racial 
strategy is preempted by the theme of sexual oppression. For example, Margaret 
Busby acknowledges in a book review that The Temple of My Familiar should be best 
labeled as “an alternative tribal history of the universe” but s/he does this only to 
underscore the long history of black women oppression (Busby, 1990: 202). To Busby, 
the recast of African tribal history and the destruction of the African mother goddess 
tell less about white colonization subjugating the black community than about male 
oppressiveness suffered by black women throughout time. Bonnie Braendlin, 
regarding Temple as an experimental postmodern text and trying to analyze its 
stylistic strategies, proposes that “the opposition of womanism to patriarchy may be 
thematically central to the text” (Braendlin, 1996: 49). Indeed, to Braendlin, Walker’s 
narrative strategies, either her creation of “interrogative text” or revision of the genre 
of bildungsroman, are directed to reverse the relationship between the womanist 
world view and western white-male phallogocentrism. 
Compared with The Color Purple and The Temple of My Familiar, it is not 
surprising to find that most critics interpret Possessing the Secret of Joy from a 
womanist perspective, because Alice Walker states in the prologue that it is meant to 
be a dedication to “the blameless vulva.” Therefore, most critics demonstrate their 
loyalty towards Walker’s statement by allying themselves with the writer in launching 
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confirm what Walker has contributed to the eradication of this ritual around the globe. 
Reviewers as Charles R. Larson, Janette Turner Hospital, and Tina Mcelroy Ansa all 
praise the novel for its enlightening awakening of womenist concern with this issue. 
Angeletta KM Gourdine, following the line set by these earlier reviewers, regards it as 
an ethnographic fiction composed upon the womanist mission. She points out that 
Possessing, “an ethnography of black women's bodies”, is unquestionably “a novel by 
a woman, about women which argues for the rights of women” (Gourdine, 1996: 
237-38). While Gourdine authenticates Walker’s womanist solicitude of black women 
from the perspective of narrative strategy, Olakunle George reads through and beyond 
the novelist's demonization of female genital mutilation to sort out “complexities of 
culture and gendered subjectivity” the novel intrinsically exhibits (George, 2001: 370). 
Unlike other critics, s/he views the excision as an inscription of culture upon nature, a 
denaturalization of the female body that subordinates it to the imperative of 
socialization. It is noteworthy that by comparison with other commentaries, George’s 
interpretation embodies magnificent novelty in that s/he transcends the fact and 
locates the confrontation between culture and nature lurking powerfully beneath the 
word. However, Olakunle George together with other critics neglects the racial 
conflict that finally drives Tashi towards her decision. 
It is noteworthy to point out that some critics do detect behind Alice Walker’s 
womanist propaganda the antagonistic interaction between white and black, but they 
either simply regard it as a footnote of womanist ethics or leave it not fully elucidated. 
For example, upon commenting on The Color Purple, Mel Watkins admits that 
Nettie’s letters from Africa could be counted as “mere monologues on African 
history” but contends that its function is to “broaden and reinforce the theme of 
female oppression by describing customs of the Olinka tribe that parallel some found 
in the American South” (Watkins, 1982: 18). Another critic James C. Hall, upon 
commenting The Color Purple ten years later, spots the historically institutionalized 
Christianity behind black oppression but recognizes it merely as a stimulating factor 
that serves the main character Celie’s spiritual awakening. And the same happens in a 
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racial struggle for black people is also preempted by Celie’s searching for identity. 
Marcellus Blount and Valerie Babb are among the few critics who have enriched the 
reading of the novel by bringing out the theme of racial prejudice. Writing in a review, 
Marcellus Blount states that Nettie’s letters reveal the aggressions of European 
colonialism and the resiliency of black culture, but s/he just mentions it near the end 
of the review and therefore does not explain it in detail. Valerie Babb goes much 
further than Blount by releasing oral history of Africa and African Americans from 
subjugation of white written expression. Through lending credit to the importance of 
Nettie’s letters in preserving black oral culture, s/he thus reorganizes the hierarchy of 
white and black, man and woman, literacy and oral expression. In short, critics’ 
exposition of sexual oppression in The Color Purple is achieved at the expense of the 
controversial issue of race. 
As for The Temple of My Familiar，scholarly articles have spotted Walker’s 
Afrocentric vision but did not treat it as a serious racial issue. For example, Doris 
Davenport affirms that Afrocentric perspectives reflected in Temple could have a 
revolutionary effect in collapsing distinctions between male and female, white and 
black, past and present. However, except for a general feedback of the novel 
Davenport does not sufficiently clarify this issue in her/his one-page review. Similarly, 
Ikenna Dieke casts a bird’s eye view on Walker’s monistic idealism in Temple. He 
explores the intrinsic spiritual bond between human and nature but he unintentionally 
covers up the antagonistic dichotomy between white and black with an inspiringly 
harmonious utopia.  
From the literature review analyzed above, it is sufficient to conclude that critics’ 
overemphasis upon Alice Walker’s womanist ethics has overshadowed the writer’s 
deeper set of opposition between white and black. If critics’ exoneration on Alice 
Walker’s racial strategy is, whether consciously or unconsciously, provoked by the 
prominent womanist voice speaking from her works and thereby can be tolerated, 
Philip M. Royster nevertheless mounts direct attack on Walker and questions the 
adequacy of her as a rescuer, if she ever was, of her people. Based on Walker’s earlier 
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conflicting cultures, namely the white middle-class ethics and black subculture, 
estranges her from black people and therefore disqualifies her from speaking for the 
black community, even black women whom she has long allied herself with. While it 
is true that the thematic concern of womanist opposition to patriarchy is 
conspicuously and intendedly privileged in Alice Walker’s works, this fact doesn’t 
necessarily deemphasize the collective black racial struggle and deprive Walker of 
authority for speaking on behalf of her people. Conversely, it seems to me that by 
foregrounding black women’s battle against the oppressive patriarchal system, Alice 
Walker exhibits a much broader historical and cultural context in which not only the 
black women characters successfully achieve self-possession but the whole race 
would come to understand their history, their present, and hence expect a better future.  
Since critics’ preoccupation with Alice Walker’s womanist battle against the 
oppressive patriarchy system leaves the writer’s consistent critique of white racism 
not yet fully addressed, I propose that Alice Walker does not vindicate white racism as 
some critics claimed but subverts it. As a racially conscious writer, Alice Walker, 
different from earlier African American protest writers like Richard Wright who 
harshly rebuked white racism in his Native Son for the economic predicament and 
psychological morbidity of blacks but suggested no feasible solution for the suffering, 
has subverted the notorious white supremacy by resorting to Afrocentric cultural 
strategy in her works. By employing Afrocentrism as a countermeasure against 
white/black binary, Alice Walker has not only broken through centuries of Eurocentric 
theorization—the very ideological imprisonment whites have cast upon blacks—but 
also has provided African Americans with an alternative to construct a new identity as 
well as to revitalize their racial pride.  
Thus, the recurrent display of the polarity of white and black in Alice Walker’s 
novels versus a lack of critical attention to it propels me to explore the strategy of 
Alice Walker’s racial subversion in her novels. 
Yet above all, a theoretical definition of Afrocentrism is of utmost importance 
before further illustrations about how the writer successfully adapted it in her works 
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